This report summarizes the work of the Windward Community College (WCC) HAP Board during the 2007-08 academic year.

Members for the HAP Board were enlisted for 2007-08, but since the HAP Articulation Agreement was not finalized, there were no courses for the WCC HAP Board to review.

As chairperson, I participated in system-wide discussions on the HAP Articulation Agreement during fall 2007. When the articulation agreement was finalized, campuses who wished to participate were asked to sign the articulation agreement in December 2007/January 2008. I informed the Faculty Senate of this situation.

During spring 2008, I prepared WCC’s portfolio to join the multi-campus HAP agreement so that WCC could evaluate its own courses for HAP designation and courses approved for HAP designation by the WCC HAP Board would be recognized as HAP approved by all campuses in the agreement. WCC’s portfolio was accepted and we are now official participants of the HAP agreement.

The HAP designated courses at WCC that were expiring at the end of fall 2008 and spring 2009 were given extensions to summer 2009 during this transition period when campuses are applying to officially participate in the HAP articulation agreement and thus have their own HAP Board. Therefore, WCC’s HAP Board will begin its work to evaluate courses (by instructor) during 2008-09. It is hoped that the members who agreed to serve on the WCC’s HAP Board for 2007-08 will agree to continue on the HAP Board for 2008-09.